By the

Beautiful Sea
A Gold Coast home beckons
with French accents.
By Susan Farewell | photography by lorin klaris

Crowning a grassy slope that drops down to the
water’s edge, this house serves as an unofficial
beacon, guiding boat owners on the Sound to the
mouth of the Five Mile River.
So settled into this role, one would think it has
been there for centuries, but the house is actually
new in the last couple of years, having replaced a
not-quite-as-conversation-worthy ranch.

T

he owners wanted to build a home
that seemed like it had been there
forever. “An old French house that
looked like someone had just redone the
kitchen and bathrooms,” explains the
woman of the house. Indeed, with that
mission in mind along with a location fit
for royalty, Robert Cardello of Robert
Cardello Architects of South Norwalk
proceeded to design a masterpiece of a
house that was built by Chris Phillips
of Artisans Home Builders in Rowayton.
“Rather than design a French chateau, we
combined various styles and elements,”
Cardello explains, “including French
PREVIOUS PAGE: Part French Country, part Shingle Style,
this stunning seaside house fits beautifully into the coastal landscape.
INSET: While very close to all the activity of the Sound and
Five Mile River, it has a wonderful sense of privacy.
THIS PAGE LEFT: Right off the kitchen, the Family Room
is defined by its profusion of windows and natural light.
The curved window seat nook makes a great perch from
which to watch the boat activity and take in the ever
changing sea views.
ABOVE: The winding pathway to the front door was
carved out of rock. The front door is made of mahogany
and heavy restoration glass.
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Country and Shingle Style along with
stone and stucco features.”
Because of its setting, the focus of the
house is all about the backyard which
faces the sea, making it a stage of sorts
with the Sound the audience. It is built
on a sun-soaked grassy acre punctuated
with gardens and hugged by a seawall
along the water.
Though quite large—over 9,000
square feet—because of the exterior architectural details (gables, lots of windows, columns and arches, porches and
balconies), outdoor vignettes (including
a stone fireplace in the pool area) and
smartly landscaped gardens sculpted out
of coastal rock, it doesn’t appear too big.
And while you’d imagine a house in such a
prominent waterfront location would lack
privacy, it’s situated just high enough and
designed in such a way where privacy is
never jeopardized.
Throughout the interior, there are
fine architectural features including
custom-fabricated and custom-tooled
mouldings, often with two and three
levels, varying from room to room.
While the composition is such that it is
not consistent throughout the house, it
all works together, adding great interest.
There are also many windows, exposing
sea views and garden vistas as well and
ample light, but in no room is there a
feeling of too much glass.
The interior design was done by Polly
Denham of Polly Denham Interiors in
Stamford, who came on board right
from the start, working with the architect and homeowner in many of the design choices. As a team, they made the
decision to use a dark stain (half ebony,
half coffee) on the character oak wide
LEFT: This little upstairs nook is used as a computer
room. The ladder slides on tracks.
RIGHT: When you enter the house, you see a dramatic circular staircase along with some of the homeowners’ artwork including bronze nude sculptures that are pieces of
torsos and bodies that appear to be broken, as if artifacts
from ancient Greece. A dark semi-gloss wood handrail
tops custom-made newel posts and iron balusters that
have been sand-blasted and clear-coated, retaining the
old ironwork look.
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plank floors throughout. “It makes the
furnishings just pop,” explains David
LaPierre, an associate at Robert Cardello Architects.
The overall look of the interior design
is minimalist with clean lines and very few
patterns. There are some modern pieces
along with classic ones, giving it all a
very fresh feel. The colors are basically
neutral with lots of taupes. In fact, the
homeowner likes to call it “The HC-172
house” after the Benjamin Moore Historic Color (an off-beige, grayish color)
they used on the walls throughout. Not
only is it an effective backdrop for the
family’s collection of paintings and wallpiece sculptures, but it works well since
many of the rooms run into one another,
without breaking up the wall color. When
they did want to delineate spaces, they
chose deeper variations of the color.

LEFT: Here you are seeing the dining room (rear left), the
living room (foreground) and the entrance (rear right)
along with the staircase. The twin chandeliers beautifully pull together the dining and living areas. Notice the
ceilings, the mouldings and the columns—all exquisite
architectural details.
ABOVE: This is a sitting area in the master bedroom with
animal-print chairs from Bungalow.
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Just about every room was designed
to take in the view. This is apparent the
moment you open the front door and
are presented with a panorama of the
sea framed by custom columns in the entryway. The combined living room/dining
room stands before you, symmetrically
designed with a pair of matching French
fireplaces on either end and twin bronze
chandeliers that have been hand-painted
and rubbed with a chalk rust finish hanging on both sides of the room. The living area is simply and elegantly furnished
with a pair of day beds from Donghia
and two chairs covered with a cow fabric
that the homeowner already owned.
On the opposite end of the room is
a glass-topped dining table with a limestone base from Holly Hunt. A set of
rattan chairs with an ebony finish and
Duralee fabric surround it. Pulling it all
together are the draperies in the room,
which By Design of New Canaan designed and made using a silk velvet fabric
from John Roselli & Associates in the D
& D building in New York. The window
treatments throughout the home were all
done by By Design and are consistently
elegant, capitalizing on the views but offering dark and privacy when needed.
One of the appeals of having a combination living and dining room in the
center of the house is that the owner feels
she can enjoy these rooms every day. “We
used to live in a standard, center-hall Colonial,” she explains, “and I’d only go into
the formal living room and dining room
when I had guests. Now when I come
down the stairs, I see these rooms and
usually walk through them.”
While the view from the entranceway
through the living and dining room is
mesmerizing, competing for your atten tion when you enter the house is a
dramatic circular staircase that draws your
LEFT: The dining room is designed around a glass-topped
table with a limestone base. What the owner especially
likes about this table is that while it normally seats eight,
you can actually fit a dozen ballroom size chairs around
it when you have more guests.
RIGHT: This French fruitwood desk is an attractive accessory in the master bedroom.
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LEFT: Painted a high-gloss black, the library looks almost
as if it is lacquered. The ceiling is coffered with a textured
beige fabric. A pair of Robert Allen love seats face each
other in front of the window, sharing a leather-tufted
Ottoman from Custom Classics in Stamford. Above them
hangs a glass and bronze fixture, called “Paul Revere”
from Holly Hunt.
INSET: The wallpiece sculptures were made by Mike Sherrer and Triny Cline of Byrd Mountain Foundry in Georgia.
RIGHT: The kitchen design is Province-inspired, though a
bit more formal than what you would find in the French
countryside.

eye up. A dark semi-gloss wood handrail
tops custom-made newel posts and iron
balusters that have been sandblasted and
clear-coated, retaining the old ironwork
look. Adorning the 22-foot-high walls are
exquisite pieces from the owner’s artwork
collection, some of which were accommodated for as the house was being designed.
Among them is a display of bronze nude
sculptures they have been collecting year
after year at the SoNo Arts Celebration.
These wallpieces are parts of torsos and
bodies that appear to be broken, as if artifacts from ancient Greece, made by Mike
Sherrer and Triny Cline of Byrd Mountain Foundry in Georgia. There is also a
large three-paneled oil painting by Tetsuro
Shimizu that would be a challenge for any
homeowner to effectively display.
One room that makes a bold departure from the softer neutral tones is the
library just off the living room. Painted a
high-gloss black, it looks almost as if it is
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lacquered. The ceiling is coffered with a
textured beige fabric. The glossy black is
exquisite with the recesses of the shelves
painted a flatter gray and discreetly lit,
creating a dramatic feel. A pair of Robert
Allen love seats face each other in front of
the window, sharing a leather-tufted Ottoman from Custom Classics in Stamford.
Above them hangs a glass and bronze fixture, called “Paul Revere” from Holly
Hunt. During the winter months, a pair of
zebra rugs are bold and exciting accents.
Just around the corner from the dining
room is the kitchen, which was designed
by Cardello and had many of the finishing touches done by Susan Drake of
Ross-Drake Design in Redding. An expansive room, it has many French accents.
She wanted to keep consistent with the
rural French architecture of the house,
but “Not be too rustic, too Provence. A
little more formal.” The wood cabinets
are a custom tarragon color—a green
base with a brown glazing. Throughout
the kitchen, there are several arched cabinet doors, an architectural detail that is
prevalent in homes in Provence. Some of
the cabinets have mesh fronts.
A large island with a honed black absolute granite countertop stands in the
middle of the room, topping cabinets that
were hand-finished, some with French
words painted on them. Drake wanted
the countertop to look like slate, but not
suffer as slate can. Hence, the choice of
granite. A stone fireplace, constructed
of stones salvaged from an old church
stands in one corner, a sturdy round
wood French table from Parc Monceau
in Westport in another.
Steps away is the family room which

is defined mostly by its profusion of
windows and soothing natural light. A
curved window seat in an arched nook
runs along one wall of windows offering
a wonderful perch from which to watch
the boats. Surrounding a raffia finished
cocktail table is a Donghia sofa covered
with Jerry Pair fabric and attractive rattan chairs that are copies of some that
were in the Museum of Modern Art.
The bedrooms upstairs include a very
spacious master with sweeping water
views and a pair of balconies. On one end,
there is a little sitting area around a fire-

place with big comfortable animal-print
chairs from Bungalow. On the other end
of the room, there’s a French fruitwood
desk that the owner’s had previously. Adjoining the master bedroom is a big and
very sexy bathroom that’s a conglomerate
of many beautiful bathrooms the owner’s
have seen in hotels they’ve visited. Not a
bad idea to combine the best of what you
find traveling with a view that can only be
found back home.
Susan Farewell (sfarewell@fchmagazine.com) is a
Westport-based author and journalist.
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